Appion - Bug #4460

ctfreport.php info pop up for ctffind4 does not include the highest resolution it fits to

09/23/2016 07:15 AM - Anchi Cheng

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Neil Voss
Category:
Target version: Appion/Leginon 3.3
Affected Version: Appion/Leginon 3.2
Show in known bugs: No

Related issues:
Is duplicate of Appion - Bug #4280: ctffind4 parameter displayed in the pop u... Closed 07/06/2016

Description

History

#1 - 09/28/2016 10:06 AM - Neil Voss
- Assignee changed from Neil Voss to Anchi Cheng

Can you explain more? I am confused.

#2 - 09/28/2016 03:17 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Assignee changed from Anchi Cheng to Neil Voss

On ctf report, if you click on the runname, a window pop up with java script. It shows the values in appiondata for the run from its params table. Maybe because ctffind4 params table does not has a field for resmax. Or because of other reason, I can only see resmin, not resmax.

#3 - 09/28/2016 03:34 PM - Neil Voss
Ah, this is an input parameter (resmax) not the output resolution that it provides (e.g. resolution_80_percent). Will take a look.

#4 - 10/06/2016 08:06 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Is duplicate of Bug #4280: ctffind4 parameter displayed in the pop up of ctfreport run table are not complete added

#5 - 02/02/2018 06:48 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed